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We study the effect of perpendicular single-ion anisotropy, −As2z , on the ground-state structure
and finite-temperature properties of a two-dimensional magnetic nanodot in presence of a dipolar
interaction of strength D. By a simulated annealing Monte Carlo method, we show that in the
ground state a vortex core perpendicular to the nanodot plane emerges already in the range of
moderate anisotropy values above a certain threshold level. In the giant-anisotropy regime the vortex
structure is superseded by a stripe domain structure with stripes of alternate domains perpendicular
to the surface of the sample. We have also observed an intermediate stage between the vortex and
stripe structures, with satellite regions of tilted nonzero perpendicular magnetization around the
core. At finite temperatures, at small A, we show by Monte Carlo simulations that there is a
transition from the the in-plane vortex phase to the disordered phase characterized by a peak in the
specific heat and the vanishing vortex order parameter. At stronger A, we observe a discontinuous
transition with a large latent heat from the in-plane vortex phase to perpendicular stripe ordering
phase before a total disordering at higher temperatures. In the regime of perpendicular stripe
domains, namely with giant A, there is no phase transition at finite T : the stripe domains are
progressively disordered with increasing T . Finite-size effects are shown and discussed.

PACS numbers: 75.10.-b ; 75.40.Mg ; 85.35.-p ; 85.70.Kh

I. INTRODUCTION

The ground-state (GS) structure of a magnetic
nanosystem results from the competition between the in-
teractions in the system. The energies of the exchange
and dipolar interactions as well as the anisotropy energy
and the energy of interaction of the magnetic moments
with the external magnetic field must be taken into ac-
count in the energy balance while determining the GS.
The combination of the frustration1 resulting from com-
peting interactions and the boundary effects in nanoscale
systems gives rise to unexpected phenomena2. Among
the competing forces in two dimensions (2D), let us focus
on the dipolar interaction which favors in-plane spin con-
figuration, and the perpendicular anisotropy which tends
to align spins in the perpendicular axis. The perpendic-
ular anisotropy is known to arise with a large magnitude
in ultrathin films3,4. Note that, in thin films with Heisen-
berg and Potts models, the competing dipolar interaction
and perpendicular anisotropy causes a spin re-orientation
transition at a finite temperature5,6.

In this paper, we focus on the case of a ultrasmall
magnetic nanodot with Heisenberg spins. Four GS con-
figurations have been observed in such nanosystems7: (i)
a capacitor-like state, (ii) a planar vortex, (iii) a vortex

with core, and (iv) a domain structure. The conditions of
formation of each structure have been determined7 with
the size of the sample, the relation between the exchange
and dipolar interactions, and the type of crystal order
taken into account. Systems in which the core vortex
structure occurs hold much promise from the commer-
cial point of view; the occurrence of this structure has al-
ready been demonstrated experimentally8–10 by different
imaging techniques. A major advantage of core vortex
structures is the central region (core) of nonzero perpen-
dicular magnetization, the polarization of which is stable
at room temperature (as shown by Shinjo et al.8). Inter-
estingly, core magnetization reversal11,12 can be realized
in two ways, by applying a strong magnetic field perpen-
dicular to the surface of the sample, or a short pulse of
magnetic field parallel to it. This property of magnetic
nanodots opens the door to their application in magne-
toresistive random access memory (MRAM).

The current development of a technology that allows
to obtain nanosamples with a very strong perpendicular
anisotropy13–15 has inspired us to investigate, with the
use of Monte Carlo (MC) simulations16,17, the behav-
ior of the core vortex structure, so interesting from the
point of view of applications, under the impact of giant
perpendicular anisotropy.

The purpose of this work is (i) to investigate the GS
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configuration in magnetic nanodots taking into account
the short-range exchange interaction, the long-range
dipolar interaction and the perpendicular anisotropy in
2D, (ii) to study the nature of the ordering and the phase
transition at finite temperatures in such nanodots. The
methods we employ in this paper are MC simulations
with different techniques.

Section II is devoted to the determination of the GS,
while section III shows MC results of finite-temperature
behaviors. Concluding remarks are given in section IV.

II. GROUND STATE

A. Model and method of ground-state
determination

Let us consider a 2D system of Heisenberg spins occu-
pying the sites of a square lattice within a finite L × L
square. The Hamiltonian of the system is assumed to
have the standard form:

H = −J
nn∑
ij

~si · ~sj −A

all∑
i

(szi )2

−D
all∑
ij

[
3(~si · ~rij)(~sj · ~rij)

r5ij
− ~si · ~sj

r3ij

]
, (1)

where J denotes the exchange integral, D is the dipolar
coupling parameter, A is the single-ion uniaxial perpen-
dicular anisotropy parameter, ~si (|~si| = 1 for all i) is the
spin at the i-th site, and ~rij (rij = |~rij |) is the position
vector connecting the spins at the i-th and j-th sites.
The first summation runs over all the nearest-neighbor
spin pairs ij, the second one over all the spins in the sys-
tem, and the third one over all spin pairs. The dipolar
energy is calculated from the expression included in the
Hamiltonian (1) without any numerical approximations;
in particular we do not introduce the cut-off radius, since
this has been shown7,18 to affect quantitatively the calcu-
lation results in a sensible manner. In the following, J is
taken as a fixed parameter and is used as the energy unit
(J = 1). The GS and thermal properties are calculated
with varying A and D.

To find the GS of the system defined above we have
used the simulated annealing method of the MC simula-
tion class17. The main steps of the procedure are:

(i) to generate a random spin configuration, which cor-
responds to a high temperature phase of the system,

(ii) to update one by one all the spins as follows. At a
lattice site we calculate the energy of its spin E1. Then,
we take a random spin orientation and calculate its new
energy E2. If E2 < E1 the new spin orientation is ac-
cepted. Otherwise, it is accepted only with a probability
p = exp[−(E2 − E1)/kBT ] where kB is the Boltzmann
constant and T temperature,

(iii) to repeat the previous step a sufficient number of
times,

(iv) to reduce the temperature T and get back to step
(ii). With decreasing temperature, the spins converge
closer and closer to the GS with iterations.

The above algorithm is thus a “slow cooling” procedure
which works rather well for small systems without strong
bond disorder. Another way to get the GS is to use the
steepest-descent method: i) we generate an initial spin
configuration, ii) at each lattice site we calculate the local
field from other spins acting on that site, iii) we align
the spin of that site along the local field to minimize its
energy, iv) we take another spin and repeat step ii) until
all spins are considered, iv) we iterate the procedure a
large number of times until the convergence of the system
energy to a minimum. In general, except for spin glasses,
systems without strong bond disorder converges to the
GS with a few dozens to a few hundred iterations20. We
have checked that this method gives the same results as
those obtained from the simulated annealing shown in
the following.

B. Evolution of the ground state: formation of the
vortex core and stripe domains

To investigate the evolution of the GS with growing
anisotropy let us first consider the case shown in Fig. 1,
with L = 10 and the other parameters fixed at J = 1 and
D = 0.3. The colors indicate the spin orientations: green
for in-plane, blue for down, and red for up spins. When
the anisotropy is small, the GS is seen to be a planar
vortex state, with all the spins lying in the plane of the
system. However, above a certain threshold anisotropy
value (in this case A = 0.75) the spins begin to draw
forward from the plane of the system in its central re-
gion, which we shall refer to as the vortex core; both
magnetization directions - upward and downward - are
energetically equivalent. As A continues to grow, above
a second threshold value (of 1.57) the minimum energy
configuration becomes a stripe structure with alternat-
ing stripes of upward and downward spins perpendicular
to the plane of the system. (It is noteworthy that the
threshold value of 0.75 for which the core has emerged in
our study is very close to that calculated analytically21

and numerically22 for a spin system of similar size, but
only with the exchange interaction.)

Now, let us scrutinize the evolution, shown in Fig. 2,
of the GS of the system with much stronger dipolar in-
teraction (J = 1, D = 0.5). The nonzero magneti-
zation regions are seen to start forming at the corners
rather than in the center of the sample (the threshold
value of A is 1.32); only above a second threshold value,
A = 1.47, does the core emerge. The next configuration,
which occurs for A greater than 1.87, is characterized by
satellite regions of perpendicular magnetization around
the core; the magnetization polarization in these regions
is opposite to that in the core. Finally, in its further
evolution the system achieves a stripe domain structure,
which forms above another threshold value, 2.37, of the
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 1. (Color online) Ground state structures established
for the below-specified ranges of perpendicular anisotropy
(parameter A), with the following values of the other param-
eters assumed: nanodot size L = 10, exchange integral J = 1
and dipolar coupling D = 0.3. The colors indicate the orien-
tation of spins: green for in-plane spins, blue for down spins
and red for up spins. The intensity of each color expresses
the degree of spin aligning: (a) planar vortex 0 < A < 0.75,
(b) vortex with core 0.75 < A < 0.95, (c) vortex with core
and corners 0.95 < A < 1.57, (d) domain structure (stripes)
A > 1.57.

anisotropy parameter A.

C. Stripe structures

Thus, our simulations indicate that the stripe structure
is the final configuration which the spin system seeks in
the giant perpendicular anisotropy regime. This finding
is easy to accept as with such a strong anisotropy all the
spins are drawn out of the sample plane to set along its
normal, i.e. ~si = (0, 0,±1) for all i. Then the Hamilto-
nian (1) takes the form:

H = −J
nn∑
ij

szi s
z
j + D

all∑
ij

szi s
z
j

r3ij
−AL2, (2)

which implies that the anisotropy term only shifts the
system energy level; for this very reason the number of
stripe domains (and their pattern) at a given GS proves
to depend only on the ratio D/J , and not on A. Refer-
ring to the Hamiltonian (2), we can precisely indicate the
ranges in which the stripe structure minimizes the sys-
tem energy. The results of our investigations are shown in
Fig. 3, presenting the evolution of the stripe system with
growing D/J ratio. In the figure caption, we specify the
stability ranges for each of the depicted stripe structures.
The way in which these ranges have been determined is
made clear in Fig. 4, which allows to compare the total

(a) (b)

(c)
(d )

(e)

Figure 2. (Color online) Ground state structures established
for the below-specified ranges of perpendicular anisotropy
(parameter A), with the following values of the other param-
eters assumed: nanodot size L = 10, exchange integral J = 1
and dipolar coupling D = 0.5. The same color codes as in Fig.
1 are used: (a) planar vortex 0 < A < 1.32, (b) vortex with
corners 1.32 < A < 1.47, (c) vortex with core and corners
1.47 < A < 1.87, (d) satellite formation 1.87 < A < 2.37, (e)
domain structure (stripes) A > 2.37.

energy of the considered stripe structures (for a specific
D/J ratio) to find the lowest-energy structure.

Let us briefly summarize and give a qualitative expla-
nation on the GS’s found above. For very low A, the
dipolar term dominates, yielding an in-plane vortex con-
figuration. For larger A, spins are ordered in vortex con-
figurations with out-of-plane core and corner spins which
is a compromise between D and A effects. For very large
A, the energy is lowest when spins are perpendicular. In
this situation, the effects of J and D come to determine
whether they should be up or down or both: J favors par-
allel neighbors while D favors antiparallel spins, as seen
by examining the signs of these terms in Eq. (2). Increas-
ing D will thus favor antiparallel “domains”. Therefore,
the larger D becomes the more numerous domains are
created, as we observe in Fig. 3.
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Figure 3. (Color online) Stripe domain ground-state struc-
tures established for different values of the D/J in the gi-
ant perpendicular anisotropy regime: (a) D/J=0.00-0.25, (b)
D/J=0.25-0.32, (c) D/J=0.32-0.40, (d) D/J=0.40-0.50, (e)
D/J=0.50-0.58, (f) D/J=0.58-0.83, (g) D/J=0.83-4. Simu-
lations were performed for L = 10, J = 1 and A = 4. The
same color codes as in Fig. 1 are used.

Figure 4. (Color online) Total energy (computed from Eq. (2))
of the spin structures shown in Fig. 3 vs. D/J . These plots
provide a basis for determining the minimum-energy structure
for a given value of D/J .

III. FINITE-TEMPERATURE PROPERTIES

In statistical physics, a phase transition is defined for
systems at the thermodynamic limit where thermody-
namic functions diverge or undergo anomalies. Two often
encountered types of phase transition are (i) the second-
order transition where the second derivatives of the free
energy, such as the specific heat and the susceptibility, di-
verge at the infinite system size, (ii) the first-order transi-
tion where the first derivatives of the free energy, such as
the internal energy and the magnetization, have disconti-
nuity. We cannot theoretically define a phase transition
for a finite-size system. In simulations and in theories,
we can study finite-size systems but we use the finite-
size scaling16,23,24 to predict the characteristics of the
phase transition at the infinite-size limit. In nanodots
with short-range interaction for instance, we cannot talk

about phase transition in the sense of the above defi-
nition: due to their very small sizes, the spins spend a
finite time to reverse their orientation over and over again
during the simulation time so that there is no stabilized
ordering. However, in systems with long-range interac-
tion where each spin is in interaction with all others as
the dipolar case treated here, the ground-state ordering is
due to the whole all-spin connection: exciting a spin costs
an important energy amount, unlike in the short-range
interaction case. As it turns out, the GS found above is
stabilized at finite temperatures and is destroyed only at
a higher temperature. We shall use the term “transition”
to indicate this change of ordering which is seen by the
variation of the order parameter, even if this transition
does not occur with a divergence of physical quantities
since we work with nanodots. The dependence of physical
quantities on the system size in the transition tempera-
ture region proves that the anomaly is indeed a phase
transition if we let the system size go to infinity. We will
return to this point below.

A second point which is important to emphasize is the
following. We know from the Mermin-Wagner theorem25

that systems of spins of continuous degrees of freedom,
such as XY or Heisenberg spins, with isotropic short-
range interactions do not have long-range ordering at fi-
nite T in 2D. Our present model, though having a very
small size, possesses the long-range interaction and an
Ising-like anisotropy, namely the two factors which favor
the ordering at finite T . We will see below that we have,
even in the most unfavorable case with small A, a sharp
peak of the specific heat at the loss of vortex ordering at
a finite T .

We use the standard MC simulation method which is
enough for our purpose. The histogram method is used to
detect first-order transition when necessary. In general,
we discard about 106 MC steps per spin for equilibrating
and average physical quantities over the next NMC =
106 MC steps per spin. We will concentrate ourselves
in the following to the case D = 0.3 with varying A,
for numerical presentation. Note however that physical
behaviors depend roughly on the ratio A/D.

Let us define the following order parameters depending
on the phase symmetry:

(i) In-plane vortex phase:

Mv =
1

N ×NMC

×
NMC∑
t=1

∣∣∣∣∣
[

all∑
i

[~ui ∧ ~si(t)]/ sin a0

]
z

∣∣∣∣∣
(3)

where N = L2, ~ui = ~ri/ri (unit vector along the vector
~ri connecting the center of the dot and the lattice site
i), a0 is the angle between the spin ~si and ~ui in the GS.
Note that Mv is used only when the GS is not ferromag-
netic. At T = 0, if the configuration is planar, we have
[~ui ∧ ~si/ sin a0]z = 1 for any i, so that Mv = 1. If the
configuration is perpendicular, [~ui ∧ ~si]z = 0 for any i,
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so that Mv = 0. When the system is disordered Mv =0
because ~ui ∧ ~si(t) is a random vector. In the vortex GS
configuration with core, spins at the dot center are not
in the xy plane, so the value of [~ui ∧ ~si]z is between 0 (if
perpendicular ) and q < 1 (if tilted). Hence Mv is not
saturated at 1 in the GS as seen below.

(ii) Uniform perpendicular configuration:

Mz =
1

N ×NMC

NMC∑
t=1

∣∣∣∣∣
all∑
i

szi (t)

∣∣∣∣∣ (4)

(iii) Stripe configuration:

Ms =
1

N ×NMC

NMC∑
t=1

∣∣∣∣∣
all∑
i

(−1)pszi (t)

∣∣∣∣∣ (5)

where p is the “parity” of the z domain (p = ±1 for GS
down and up domains respectively).

In the case of weak anisotropy, the dipolar interaction
yields an in-plane vortex configuration without core, as
seen above. As T increases, we observe a sharp transition
from the vortex configuration to the disordered phase, as
shown in Fig. 5, for A/D = 2. The same behavior is seen
for A/D = 0 to ' 3 for L = 10. When the dot size is in-
creased, the dipolar contribution to the energy is larger,
so the overall energy is more important as seen in the fig-
ure at low T , making the transition temperature higher.
Note that the peak of the specific heat Cv is very sensi-
tive to the system size, indicating that it corresponds to a
real phase transition. The same effect is seen in the order
parameter Mv shown in Fig. 5: increasing L makes the
fall of Mv much sharper at the transition temperature,
namely a higher peak of the susceptibility (not shown).
It is interesting to study systematically many larger sizes
and to use the finite-size scaling16,23,24,26,27 to determine
the type of the transition, namely its universality class.
Such a formidable task is out of the scope of this paper,
it is left for a future investigation.

For larger anisotropies, there is a first-order transition
at low T as seen in Fig. 6 with A/D = 1.4/0.3 ' 4.6:
this transition occurring at T ' 0.1 changes the system
ordering from the vortex configuration with core to the
perpendicular stripe configuration. The energy under-
goes a large discontinuity at the transition. It is interest-
ing to note that the vortex core at T = 0 is characterized
by a non zero Mz and a non saturated in-plane order
parameter Mv. Mz decreases when T is increased from
0. At the transition from the in-plane vortex to the per-
pendicular stripe configuration Ms jumps to a high value
while Mv goes down to 0. When T is increased further,
the perpendicular stripe configuration becomes progres-
sively disordered. The system is entirely disordered for
T > 0.45 for L = 10. This is not a phase transition be-
cause the peak of Cv does not depend on L as seen in
Fig. 6.

We show in Fig. 7 snapshots of the dot at three typical
temperature regions: T = 0.01 below the transition, T =
0.19 in the perpendicular configuration, and T = 0.82 in
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Figure 5. (Color online) Top: Energy per spin, Middle: Spe-
cific heat, Bottom: In-plane vortex order parameter Mv, ver-
sus T for A/D = 2 with L = 10 (black circles) and L = 16
(red diamonds).

the disordered state. We clearly see that the snapshot at
T = 0.01 shows the out-of-plane vortex at the core and
at the corners.

The first-order transition is confirmed by the double
peak structure in the energy histogram taken at the tran-
sition temperature Tc = 0.111 shown in Fig. 8: the dis-
tance between the two peaks indicates a latent heat.

For very large anisotropies, namely for the GS stripe
domains, there is no more phase transition as seen in
Fig. 9 where the peak of Cv is constant with varying
system size. We emphasize here that when the spins are
perpendicular to the plane, the first dipolar term in Eq.
(1) is zero (because ~si · ~rij = 0), and the second dipolar
sum is very small due to the compensation of positive
and negative energies of parallel and antiparallel spins
in the sum. Therefore, for a larger dot size, we have
a larger dipolar sum but it does not change the energy
per spin as seen in Fig. 9, unlike in the case of in-plane
configuration shown in Fig. 5 where the energy is lowered
with increasing L, resulting in a higher value of Tc.
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Figure 6. (Color online) Top: Energy, Middle: Specific heat,
Bottom: In-plane order parameter Mv and perpendicular
stripe magnetization Ms, versus T , for A/D = 1.4/0.3 ' 4.6,
with L = 10 (black circles) and L = 16 (red diamonds).

IV. CONCLUSION

We have used the simulated annealing MC method for
investigating the effect of the perpendicular anisotropy
on the ground-state structure of a 2D spin nanodot in
the presence of a dipolar interaction. A core, or region
of nonzero magnetization perpendicular to the plane of
the system, has been demonstrated to form in the con-
sidered nanodot only above a certain threshold value of
anisotropy A, and this threshold value to grow with the
ratio between D, the dipolar coupling, and J the ex-
change integral. It also depends on the linear size L
of the sample due to the long-range dipolar interaction.
In addition, we have observed that with increasing A
the regions of nonzero perpendicular magnetization first
emerge at the corners of the sample and only afterwards
in the center. For very large values of D the GS takes
the form of a stripe domain structure; we have analyzed
thoroughly the impact of the parameters A, J and D on
this domain structure. The stripe pattern, namely the
number of opposite domains, is shown to depend only on
the D/J ratio and to be independent of A in the ”per-
pendicular” regime, namely regime permitted by large
enough A. This allowed the assignment of each stripe
structure to the corresponding range of D/J as shown

(a)
(b)

(c)

Figure 7. (Color online) Snapshots of the dot at (a) T = 0.01,
(b) T = 0.19, (c) T = 0.82, for A/D = 1.4/0.3 ' 4.6, L = 10.
The same color codes as in Fig. 1 are used.
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in Fig. 3. From the determined GS’s, we have stud-
ied finite-temperature behaviors of nanodots. We found
that for small A/D, there exists a second-order transi-
tion from the in-plane vortex ordering to the disordered
phase: the peak of the specific heat as well as that of the
susceptibility strongly depend on the system size. For
larger A/D, there is a first-order re-orientation transi-
tion from in-plane to perpendicular ordering with a large
latent heat. To our knowledge, such a transition in a
very small system has never been observed before at a
finite temperature. For much larger A/D, there is no
phase transition. These results show that the core vor-

tex structure is stabilized at finite temperatures, making
possible applications using perpendicular magnetization
reversal8,11,12.
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